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About This Dataset

Data source citation


Full title of originating dataset

English Housing Survey, 2008–2009: Household Data Teaching Dataset

Data author(s) and affiliations

University of Manchester. Cathie Marsh Centre for Census and Survey Research. ESDS Government

Dataset source website address

https://discover.ukdataservice.ac.uk/catalogue/?sn=6949&type=Data%20catalogue

First publication date

2012

Data Universe
National


Funding sources/suppliers

Department for Communities and Local Government

The Economic and Social Data Service (ESDS) were funded to compile this teaching dataset by the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) and Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC).

Sample/sampling procedures

Multi-stage stratified random sample

Time frame of analysis

2008–2009

Unit of analysis

Individuals

Families/households

Location covered by data

National


Links to SRM content

Abbreviations, conventions or notation devices

**jointincx**

Annual gross income of the hrp and partner

**prptval1**

Property valued at (in £)

**mortwkx**

Weekly mortgage payments (in £).